Stop The 5 Habits That Instantly
Destroy Conversation Attraction
Ever had a conversation for it to quickly fizzle out, leaving an
awkward silence between you both?
You immediately felt hot and bothered and even more nervous,
then you frantically looked for something to say to fill the silence.
And how come some guys naturally spark attraction and the
chemistry that gets women hooked to their every word?
The reason? Simple.
93% of guys make 5 fatal mistakes in their conversations with
women that KILL any chance of attracting her.
Most men get flat-out rejected when they try to go for her phone
number on an approach or when they try to get flirty on a date.
You leave the conversation feeling dejected and angry at another
failed attempt that led nowhere.
This cycle not only erodes your confidence but can lead to men
becoming over-cautious in conversations with women.
These easily-avoidable mistakes are often the difference between
her BEGGING to see you again and leaving her wishing she never
spoke to you.
Avoid these 5 attraction killers and you’ll become one of those
guys who women are naturally captivated by:

1

Lousy Body Language
Women are experts at picking up minute details and you
won’t get a second chance to make a compelling first
impression.
The way you walk into the room, sit down and align your
body to your words signal either you’re alpha or a ‘nice-guy.’
If you get this wrong, you have to work much harder in your
conversations to make up for the lack of your magnetic first
impression.
FIX: Don’t hunch over, keep your back upright at all times.
And when it comes to eye contact, don’t dart around when
talking to her. Know when to hold strong eye contact and
when to break it, get this wrong, it could signal low
confidence.

2

Leaking Value Too Soon
If you give her what she wants too quickly and easily, she’ll
disrespect you.
A cringy way ‘nice-guys’ do this is they smile too quickly,
often and for too long. It shows you have no self-control and
give away your approval without being a challenge.
Another common way guys kill the conversation attraction
is to generically over compliment her while your body
language sub-communicating you are taken in by her.
FIX: Take her off the pedestal and slow down, no need to
rush. This will show you value yourself and it teaches her to
value you too.
For a man who dates attractive women regularly, it’s no big
deal there is another hot woman in front of him. It’s just
another day in the office.

3

Dead-End Conversations
Eventually, you must get to the point - whether it be asking
for her number, asking her on a date or going to the
bedroom.
An endless conversation into nothingness isn’t sustainable
and she’ll immediately sense your lack of leadership. This is
an attraction crime in conversations and she will punish
you.
FIX: Avoiding leadership is a natural safeguard against
rejection because you’ve been hurt many times before. Build
your courage muscle and make decisions without being so
focused on the outcome. If you don’t get the desired
outcome, charismatically adjust and re-approach in a timely
fashion.
This is where rule four comes in.

4

Trying To Progress Too Soon
A lot of guys often ask for the phone number before the
woman has shown any positive reaction to them. If your
body language is on point and you are in flow, you can
occasionally get numbers within minutes or seconds.
My personal best was 30 seconds to secure a number of a
hottie in a private member’s club and then I immediately left.
But the next day, there was no response from her. She flaked
out because most women want more of an investment in
the connection.
Most men tend to rush the conversation on a date if they
don’t receive any approval signals that she likes him.
One way men may do this is by changing or adapting their
point of view in the face of apparent disapproval.
Or another common way is when a man really likes her, he’ll
future pace the date. This means he’s already talking about
their future because they click and are getting on too well.
This conflicts with rule two.
FIX: Seduction is the art of timing and calibrating to the other
person. To be great at timing, you have to keep your anxiety
and impatience under check otherwise you behave hastily.

5

Being Too Dependent On Her Approval
Don't wait around like an attentive puppy looking for
approval in her response if you’ve complimented her or
made a joke.
FIX: Move on as if it was natural in the moment and not a
clear attempt to get her reaction.

6
BONUS

No Steel, No Attraction
If you lack assertiveness or balls of steel, your conversation
won't touch her emotional peaks.
If you cannot stretch her emotions, you will fail to trigger the
necessary chemicals that awaken her sexual attraction.
You'll feel bland like all the other spineless guys hitting on
her.
Strong, assertive men effortlessly build attraction with
women. However, their work in the background requires an
effort that you can easily learn and emulate.
FIX: Wake her up from the dead conversation trance by
demonstrating you are not a pushover or you can be easily
swayed.
To become assertive, you need specific training to remove
the blind spots and fear.
Most nice guys hit a boiling point and then lash out, this is
not being assertive.

HI, I’M FAISAL
I used to be a socially shy and awkward tech geek.
Spreading a lot of time behind a computer machine, I wasn’t your
natural conversationalist. And had no idea to escalate a normal
conversation into a romantic one where she’d feel attraction for
me. It was completely another language.
After a crushing divorce, I discovered I suffered from the
“nice-guy-syndrome” and that sucked. I tried too hard to please
women and was too weak to stand up for myself. I was a
feminised man. Not attractive.
After much struggle, I turned my life around to regularly have
fulfilling relationships, hot sex and overcome my
nice-guy-syndrome.
Eventually, I trained as a life coach to help awesome men like me
to overcome the ‘nice-guy-syndrome’ and become the charismatic
masculine man that unapologetically bosses love, sex and life.
Not sure where or how to start to get charismatic in
conversations? Visit: https://masculine.co/schedule-call/ and
book your free 60 strategy call.

